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Abst ract - -The  distance between the Tikhonov and Landweber regularized solutions of a linear 
inverse problem is partly controlled by the L °°-norm of the difference in their corresponding singular 
value filters. For large Landweber iteration number, the regularization parameter of the closest 
Tikhonov filter to a given Landweber filter is determined. This asymptotically computed parameter 
compares well with the numerically computed value even for moderate sized iteration umber. A 
consequence of the analysis is to determine the range of singular values to which the difference in 
regularized solutions is most sensitive. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
As a special  case of certain parameter  est imat ion algor ithms for gaussian data  in stat ist ics [1], it 
is of interest o est imate the distance between the Landweber and T ikhonov regular ized solutions 
of a l inear inverse problem in a way that  spl its the specific data  dependence from that  of the 
methods  being used. For an i l l -posed real l inear system Ax  = y,  the T ikhonov and Landweber  
methods  [2-4] generate regularized solutions x ~ and x k, respectively, v ia 
x ~ = Q1/2¢~, (QW2AtAQ1/2 + (~I) ~c~ = QW2Aty ' c~ > O, ( la)  
x k = Q1/2~k, ~k = ~k~l +/~ [Q1/2Aty _ Q1/2AtAQ1/2¢k-1], ( lb)  
~0 = 0, k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
where a and 1/k are the regular izat ion parameters  [2,4], ~ > 0 is an accelerat ion scalar, and Q 
is a precondit ioning matr ix  assumed here to be posit ive definite with a symmetr ic  square root. 
These methods  regularize by modifying the Q-general ized least squares solut ion 
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x~ = A~y ' -  V" y~uj 01/2V.  
' -  z _ ,  ~ ~, (2 )  
a~>o aj 
of the right preconditioned linear system AQ1/2~ = y, where ~ -- Q1/2x are transformed variables 
and (ui, vi; ai} is a singular system for AQ 1/2, by filtering troublesome small singular values to 
produce regularized solutions of the form 
t u 
xR = E FR(aJ)Y~UJ Q1/2vj; ~R := Q-1/2xR" (3) 
crj >0 a j  
Here, FR(a) is a singular value filter vanishing at a = 0 faster than a [2,4] and for the Tikhonov 
and Landweber solutions x~ and x k, the filter FR takes the respective forms 
a 2 
Fa(a) -- (a 2 + a) '  and (4a) 
Fk(a) = 1 -- (1 -- ~a2) k (4b) 
Letting (t  = Q-1/2xt Q denote the least squares olution, then the properties of the singular value 
decomposition together with (3) and (4) give the series of estimates 
_- _ t 2 ][(k-(~ll~= E(Fk(aj)--F,~(aj))2(V~(+)2 (Fk(5) F~(O))2w(5)[]( 112,~ 
aj  >0 
_< sup I(F (aj) - F.(aj)) l/2(aj)I  (Sa) 
aj >0 
_< II(F  - Fo) II  (5b) 
where [l~tl[2,~ = 7]aj>o(V~t)2/w(aj), w(a) is an introduced positive weighting function, and 
the sup-norm is taken over the range [a~, all, r = rank (A), of singular values of AQ 1/2 which 
also contains the unknown point 0. Since the supremum of interest is attained in this range, 
there is no loss of generality in taking the L~-norm over [0, ~1/2] provided that al _< f~-l/2. The 
weighting w might, for example, be chosen as w ~ a -~ to reflect the class of problems which are 
ill-posed of order 7 (i.e., those whose singular values decay with this order); however, the case 
7 = 0 (no weighting) is also of interest. 
The estimate (5b) conveniently provides a split into the problem dependent factor [[~t[[~,~, 
which depends on the data y and A's singular system (through the vj, etc.), and the method 
dependent factor II(Fk - Fa)v/-~ll~ which depends only on the regularizing methods being com- 
pared. This general idea leads in turn to the question of finding the smallest distance between the 
singular value filters (minimizing the method ependent factor) in order to characterize situations 
in which ~k and ~ will be close across a range of possible choices of data y and matrices A. 
An estimate analogous to (5b) in terms of the L2-norm [5] leads to an explicit formula, and 
a corresponding asymptotic (in k) form, for the distance between these singular value filters. 
Following the ideas in [5], this paper analyses the distance [[(Fk - F~)x/~[[oo for large iteration 
number k and small a, for the specific choice w c( a -e, -1  _< ~/_< 1, and finds the asymptotic 
value of C in a ,.~ C/k which minimizes this norm for a given large k. This value of a asymptoticlly 
provides the tightest estimate in (5b) for given data and k. The resulting asymptotic pointwise 
behaviour of the difference in filters pinpoints the singular value regions to which the method 
dependent factor in (5b) is most sensitive and provides insight into understanding the results 
of 
2. BEST  L cc T IKHONOV APPROXIMANT FOR LANDWEBER 
Unlike the most general forms of these two methods, which under certain circumstances can 
be made equivalent [6,7], the upper bound in (5b) can only be made small (and not zero) by a 
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suitable choice of the parameters a and k. Assume for the remainder that the weighting function 
is given by w(a) =/3-~/2a-~,  -1  < ~/< 1, and for fixed/3, % and k define the best (weighted) 
L '~ Tikhonov approximant for Landweber iteration to have the parameter 
(6) 
For fixed a and k, the Lm-norm in this definition can be determined by examining the stationary 
points of (Fk - F~)v~.  Hence, for a > 0 and k > 1, 
max (cts-'y/2/3-'ff4~ ( (1-/3s 2) ((1/4)~/+ s21(s 2+ a)) 
II(Fk - F~)v/~ll~ = ~=,~ \ a + s 2 ] 1 - ~-~ Z ~ ~  (--~/4~ ) , (7) 
where the maximum is taken over the positive roots si of the equation 
~2 [/3k (1 - Zs~) k-~ (a+s2)  2 +~ 1- /3s2)  k -  c~+s 2 = 0, (s) 
which is simply the vanishing of the derivative. For general a and k, it is not possible to do much 
beyond numerically computing the solutions of (8) to evaluate (7). To then find c~ requires a 
further numerical minimization of (7) over a for each fixed k. Numerical values of a~ obtained 
in this way are given below (Figure 2); however, for large k an asymptotic analysis of (7) and (8) 
turns out to provide quite reasonable approximations to a~ for moderate sized k. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC  ANALYS IS  AND NUMERICS  
Let a = C/k  + D/k  2 be the start of an asymptotic series for c~ with C and D yet to be 
determined. Then, to 0(1 /k2) ,  the stationary points of (Fk - FC/k+D/k2)V/-'d are 
82 a0 a l  = --£- + ~-ff + .-- , as k ---+ oc, (9) 
where the positive coefficients a0 and al are solutions of the equations 
 ,a0[e a° C C 1 ~(C + a0) 2 + 4 e-Oa° C ~a0 = 0, and (10a) 
-aoeZa°[c  - ao - (1/4)7(C + a0)lD + (1/2) (a0/3) 2 (ao~ - 2 + (1/4)7) (C + a0) 3 
a, = (1 - (1 /4 )~) (c  + a0)[/3(c + a0) 2 - Ce~o]  - ao~(C + aoP + 2a0Cd ao 
(105) 
These equations follow by substituting (9) and the asymptotic form of a into (8) and expanding 
in powers of 1/k. 
For fixed /3 and 7, the number of solutions of (10a) is determined by C. Accordingly, two 
regimes for C exist; namely, 0 < C < 1//3 and C > 1//3. If C > l/H, a single solution, call it 
a +, exists. I f0  < C < 1//3, there are two solutions, call them a o and a + (a o < a+). As C 
increases from 0, a o first increases from -~//(4/3) and then decreases (concave down) to zero at 
C = 1//3 (see (10a)) while a + is strictly decreasing. For example, for 7 = 0, a + ~ 2.51286//3 at 
C = 1//3. Of course, a + is continuous across C = 1//3. Similarly, two corresponding quantities aT 
exist by virtue of (10b). Hence, in the range (0, 1//3), each C gives rise to two stationary points 
s.i, i = 1, 2, as modeled by (9), and in the range [1/~, oo) each C generates only one stationary 
point. This is consistent with the behaviour of the numerical solutions of (8) for small a and 
large k. Figure la shows, for/3 = 1, the loci of the solutions a~, for the three values 7 = -1.. 0, 1, 
as the value of C changes. 
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Figure 1. (a) Plots of the loci of the zeros a~ against C for ~ -- 1 and the three values 
7 ---- -1  (coarse dash), 7 = 0 (solid), and 7 = 1 (fine dash); (b) corresponding plots 
of the function maxao:e If0(1, 7)1, for the same pameters as in (a), versus c. Note that 
(a) plots a+/ 10 (convex up) in order to use the same scale as for a O (convex down). 
Hav ing  an  asymptot i c  expans ion  for the roots of (8) leads to a cor respond ing  one for the  
s ta t ionary  values of (Fk - F~)vfw. In fact, for fixed C and D,  these s ta t ionary  values are 
(Fk - FC/k+D/k,) v~ls=ao/k+~,/k'+... = f0(Z, ~; C)k ~/4 +fi(Z, ~; C)k ~/4-1 +0 (k~/4-2), (11) 
as k ---* co, where 
c [ i ] (~o~)~-~/4 
fo (~,7 ;C) -  (C+ao) 1 13(C+ao) ( (1/4)7- I -ao/~) 
= (a°t3)-'Y/4 C + ao 
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( a°/3 )-'Y / 4 N with 
f l  (/3, 7; C) = 16(a0 + C)3((1/4)7 + a0/3) 2' 
N -- -a lC (ao  + C)(/3(ao + C) - 1)7 2 
(12b) 
- 4C [[(aoal/32 - a~/32 - aj/3) (ao + C) + al] (ao + C) - 2aoa,] 7 
+ 16ao(1/47 + ao/3)(ao/3(ao + C) + C - ao)D 
- 16a2/3C (a1/3C - ao/3C + aoal/3 - a2/3 - 2al) ,  
and a0 and al being either of a0 ~ and a~ as given by (10). Consequently, the sought after norm 
is given by 
II(F  - F~/k ,~/k : )  = fo(/3,7;C)k " + fl ( /3 ,7;C)k 7/4- '  + 0 (k "r/4-2) , (13) 
i 
as k -~ oo, for the solutions a~ of (10). The formula (13) is derived by replacing c~ with 
C/k  + D/k  2 and using (9) in (7) and expanding in powers of 1/k. Note that to leading order 
in k, (13) grows with increasing k for ~/> 0, decays with increasing k for 7 < 0, and is constant 
with k for 7 = 0. 
The problem of determining a~o exhibits a scaling property in/3. In other words, the problem 
for arbitrary/3 > 0 can be reduced through scaling to the problem for ~ = 1. 
Sca l ing  P roper ty  
Let 50 --/3a0, al =/3al,  and c ---/3C, then f0(/3, 7; C) = f0(1, 7; c) and f1(/3, 7; C) = f l(1,7; c), 
where it is understood that the as are replaced by the corresponding 5i. Consequently, (12) 
and (13) hold with the triple (/3, C, hi) replaced by (1,c, 5~) where the 5~ are solutions of (10) 
under the same replacement. 
Asymptotically, the Tikhonov parameter (value of C) of the best L ~ Tikhonov approximant 
can now be determined. According to (13), to highest order in k, I[(Fk - Fc/k)x/--wN~k -'U4 ~_ 
maXao~ If0(/3,% C)l = maXao~ If0(1,7; c)l, where a0 =e are the solutions (or solution) of (10a) (set 
D - 0). For fixed/3 and 7, and as a function of C, this function exhibits a minimum for the 
value C = C* for which the two branches of If0(/3,7;C)1 corresponding to a o and a + cross, 
- C*  i.e., Ifo(/3,"/;C*)l,~o=ao If0(/3,% )lao=a+o, see Figure lb. Moreover, the scaling property 
determines the form of C* as a function of/3. 
The unique value C*(/3, 7) of C which asymptoticlly minimizes the norm II(Fk -- Fc/k)x/~;llo~ 
is C*(/3, 7) = c*("f)//3, where 
c*(7 ) = argmin max Ifo(1,7;c)l. 
ag 
(14) 
Figure lb shows the typical behaviour of maxao~ If0(1,7; c)l for the three values 7 = -1,0,  1, as 
a function of c. The bottom of the V-shape identifies c*(7). By numerically computing c*(7) on 
the interval -1 _< 3, < 1, it turns out that a three-figure accurate approximation is given by the 
almost linear function 
c*(7) --~ 5(7) := 0.532 ÷ 0.08367 + 0.00087972. (15) 
The value of C* is therefore well approximated by C* ~- 5(7)//3 and hence, (~* ~ ~(~/)/(/3k) is 
the first term in the asymptotic expansion of a* .  Figure 2 compares this first-order asymptotic 
approximation ~(7)/(/3k) with the numerically computed values of (~  which were obtained for 
/3 = 1 and the three values 7 = -1,  0, 1, by directly minimising (7) over ~ for each k. The asymp- 
totic curves ~/k always overestimate ~,  but the agreement improves rapidly with increasing k
with a relative rror of less than 4% beyond k -- 20. Hence, the size of an "asymptotic" k is quite 
small. By way of further comparison, for 7 = 0, the value of C as determined by a least squares 
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Figure 2. A comparison of numerically computed values of a~ (soild) and the ap- 
proximating asymptotic form c* ("/)/k (dashed) for the three values ~{ = -1 (bottom), 
0 (middle), and 1 (top), versus k, all for fl ---- 1. 
fit of the functional form C/k to the numerical data for a~ is C _~ 0.48101 for 20 equally spaced 
points and C _ 0.505 for ten equally spaced points compared with c*(0) -~ 0.532. 
For 7 = 0 (i.e., w = 1), (13) implies that as k -* oo, the L~-norm of Fk - Fc/k remains 
bounded away from zero and approaches maXao~ If0(/3, 0; C)I. For 0 < C < 1//3, the difference 
Fk - Fc/k maintains two spikes at the approximate coordinates (a~o/k) 1/~ and whose heights are 
given approximately by f0(/3,0; C) evaluated at a~. For C > 1//3, this difference has a single 
peak at approximately (a+o/k) 1/2. The bound on the right-hand side of (bb) is therefore weakened 
when the particular problem at hand has singular values at or near (a~o/k) 1/2. For fixed C and 
as k increases, this location sweeps through the small singular values as it tends toward zero so 
that the larger the iteration number k, the smaller is the sensitive region of singular values. 
More generally, practical consequences of the pointwise behaviour are: 
(i) For a given k and a, the size of II(Fk-Fo~)v/-~llc~ can be assessed: defining C = kc~, solving 
(10) then gives (a~o/k) 1/2 as approximations to the stationary points. The L°%norm is 
then approximately maXaoi If0(/3, 0'; C)lk'd4 which can be used in (bb). 
(ii) If one of a or k is available to be chosen to create similar Tikhonov and Landweber 
solutions, then this should be done so that for C := ks, either no singular values of the 
problem occur in the neighbourhood of (a~o/k) 1/2 or, such that C ~- c*(7)//3 so that 
I] (Fk - Fa)v/-~ll~ is approximately minimized and places the tightest possible restriction 
on the difference of regularized solutions on the left-hand side of (bb). 
4. SUMMARY 
The g2 distance between the Tikhonov and Landweber solutions of a linear inverse prob- 
lem can be split, as in (bb), into method dependent and data dependent parts. For fixed k, 
the best L ~ Tikhonov approximant has a regularization parameter a~ which minimizes the 
weighted L°%norm of the difference of the singular value filters (see (6)). For the power weighting 
w((r) =/3-'YI2a-'~, -1  < 7 -< 1, the first term in the asymptotic expansion is a~ ,.~ c*(7)/(/3k), as 
k --* oo, where c*(~/) is given approximately (to three figures) by (15), and provides an accurate 
approximation to the numerically computed a*  even for moderate sized k. The resulting point- 
wise behaviour of (Fk -- FC/k)V"-~, for large k, indicates the regions of singular values (around 
extrema) to which the estimates in (5) are most sensitive. For a particular linear inverse problem 
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and fixed k, close solut ions will result when a ~_ C /k  is such that  C takes a value for which the 
sensit ive s ingular value regions contain no singular values of the problem, hence, improving on 
the est imate from (5). I rrespect ive of part icuar  singular values, the parameter  a*  minimizes, 
and the parameter  c*('y)/(/3k) asymptot ica l ly  minimizes, the first factor in (5b) and so provides 
close T ikhonov and Landweber  solutions across a range of data  y and model  matr ices A. 
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